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Chapter Two 

Wordsworth’s Task as a Translator:  

Translating “Wordsworth” into “Something of More Worth” 

 

My heart leaps up when I behold 

    A rainbow in the sky: 

So was it when my life began;  

So is it now I am a man; 

So be it when I shall grow old, 

    Or let me die! 

The Child is father of the Man; 

And I could wish my days to be 

Bound each to each by natural piety. 

         —William Wordsworth, “My Heart Leaps Up When I Behold” 

 

A tranquillising spirit presses now 

On my corporeal frame, so wide appears 

The vacancy between me and those days 

Which yet have such self-presence in my mind, 

That musing on them, often do I seem 

Two consciousnesses, conscious of myself 

And of some other Being. 

                   —William Wordsworth, The Prelude 

 

I. Introduction 

    Engaged in the translation contract both with Nature and Coleridge, Wordsworth 

is summoned to take the role of a translator whose major task consists in translating 

his own proper name in order to constitute an identity as a poet and to achieve the 

sur-vival of his proper name. Wordsworth’s translation contract with Nature is set up 

early in his life when he was a boy enjoying doing miscellaneous activities in the 

natural world, but he doesn’t recognize this bond until he makes a contract with 

Coleridge about the writing of The Recluse. This tremendous philosophic project 

urges Wordsworth to “take a review of his own mind, and examine how far Nature 
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and Education had qualified him for such employment” (W. Wordsworth, The Prose 

Works 3: 5), and it is during the process of self-examination that Wordsworth traces 

those unforgettable moments in his life and realizes he is bound to be a dedicated poet. 

The Prelude is the outcome of this self-evaluation in which Wordsworth attempts to 

demonstrate the continuity of his self that should enable him to claim a single and 

unique identity from the past to the present and into the future. What Wordsworth 

endeavors to achieve in The Prelude is the promise of a continuing single identity 

epitomized in the poem “My Heart Leaps Up When I Behold” but in a grander 

scheme. The constitution of “the continuing identity of the I,” Easthope argues, “has 

to be captured from discontinuities, recuperated from the contingencies of the world 

and passing time” (35). In order to consolidate his identity as a poet, Wordsworth 

embarks upon a retrospective journey to his childhood in The Prelude to capture his 

poetic self from discontinuities as well as to recover it from the contingencies of the 

world and passing time. In this sense, writing The Prelude becomes Wordsworth’s 

quest for a unitary identity by asserting his self as coherent, unique, and enduring. 

    The major argument of this chapter is to demonstrate that Wordsworth, in quest 

of a unitary identity in writing The Prelude, undertakes the task of the translator to 

translate his own proper name so as to complete this quest. First, this chapter will take 

a review of Derrida’s idea of proper name in relation to translation with reference to 

the double command,1 the desire for the origin and the sur-vival. The interrelation 

between the proper name and the search of a unitary identity will be elaborated in this 

section. Moreover, the sur-vival of the proper name will be discussed in association 

with the foremost task of the translator on the basis of Derrida’s discussion on 

                                                 
1 The double command indicates the conflicting and irresoluble command of the proper name which 
demands for translation and defies translation at the same time. This simultaneous command for 
translatability and recognition as well as untranslatability and singularity leads to the split of the proper 
name. For more discussions, see 2.1 The Division of the Proper Name: the Double-Bind Structure in 
this chapter. 
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translation. The subsequent section of this chapter will be dedicated to the 

investigation of Wordsworth’s task of translating his own proper name in The Prelude. 

The famous “two consciousnesses” passage in The Prelude will be analyzed in 

relation to Wordsworth’s quest for a unitary identity, and the irreducible gap between 

the two consciousnesses will be investigated pertaining to the fissures of the original 

which the translator makes an effort to cover up in the process of translation in order 

to achieve unity. Furthermore, this section will also explore Wordsworth’s attempt to 

translate his own proper name in search of a single identity as a poet. The 

becoming-common2 of Wordsworth’s proper name will be elaborated in the various 

episodes extracted from The Prelude, such as the “spots of time,” the blind Beggar 

episode, and the Boy of Winander episode. Only with his proper name translated can 

Wordsworth be recognized as a poet, capable of writing poetry which brings about joy 

and truth to human mind. Moreover, only when Wordsworth’s name becomes 

common can those worthy words be written and then comprise The Prelude, the 

literary work which not only endures but makes Wordsworth well-known. Reading 

The Prelude in light of the Derridean ideas of translation, this chapter attempt to prove 

that The Prelude is Wordsworth’s translation of his own proper name in search of a 

unitary identity as a poet as well as the sur-vival of this name.  

 

II. Translating the Proper Name 

    The establishment of the translation contract which is at once the compulsory 

law and the insolvent debt is in association with the question of proper name. In the 

following section of this chapter, the necessary and impossible task of the translator 
                                                 
2 I adopt the term “becoming-common” from Geoffrey Bennington who talks about “the idea of a 
becoming-common of the proper name” in Jacques Derrida (173; Bennington’s emphasis). Making the 
conclusion for the section called “Translation” in this book, Bennington states: “Once more, without 
this becoming-common and the attachment of reattachment to the language system it allows, there 
would not be what is called by the common noun ‘proper name,’ but pure vocative, non-iterable 
prayer” (173-4). 
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who is obligated by the translation contract will be associated with the question of the 

proper name, the crucial element in Derrida’s theoretical framework of translation. 

Without the comprehension of the relevance of the proper name with regard to 

translation, it is inconceivable to recognize The Prelude as Wordsworth’s lifelong 

translation of his own proper name for the promise of the sur-vival of his name and 

poetry. 

 

2.1 The Division of the Proper Name: the Double-Bind Structure 

    The translation contract is a contract of double indebtedness which passes 

between names signed by both sides. Babel, the name imposed by God to the tower 

that the tribe of the Shem builds to make their name known, constitutes the central 

point of Derrida’s interpretation of the story of Babel in terms of the relation between 

translation and the question of proper name. The proper name, Derrida argues, is 

governed by the “undecidable double postulation” (The Ear of the Other 93) which 

demands singularity and propriety yet at the same time calls for translation and 

recognition. Therefore, this double command of the proper name makes it possess 

both the status as a proper name and the function of a common noun. Babel, from 

Derrida’s point of view, is an archetypal model that exemplifies the double-bind 

structure of the proper name. The juxtaposition of “Bavel, Confusion” (Derrida, “Des 

Tours de Babel” 170) in the text of the biblical story demonstrates the unique nature 

of Babel as both a proper name and a common noun.3 As a proper name designating 

the tower built by the tribe of the Shem, Babel also functions as a common noun 

which indicates the confusion of tongues due to God’s interference of this tower’s 
                                                 
3 The juxtaposition of “Bavel, Confusion” is derived from André Chouraqui’s translation of Genesis 
which Derrida compares with Louis Segond’s in his discussion of the story of Babel Tower in “Des 
Tours de Babel.” For Derrida, this juxtaposition in Chouraqui’s translation illustrates untranslatability 
of the proper name because it “comments, explains, paraphrases, but does not translate” (“Des Tours de 
Babel” 172). The name of the tower is thus split by the double command for translatability as well as 
untranslatability and becomes “Bavel, Confusion” in the translated text. 
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construction. Ruled by the absolute double command, the word Babel has to meet the 

requirement of translatability and readability, waiving its singularity and propriety, 

and become improper—that is, it has to become a common noun which means 

“confusion.” To be a proper name, to have the effect of a proper name, the word Babel 

has to take the risk of “contamination and detour within a system of relations” 

(Derrida, The Ear of the Other 107).4 Only when Babel stops being a pure reference 

external to the language system and becomes a common noun, “confusion,” can it 

enter the realm of signification and make understanding possible.  

    However, the becoming-common of Babel to signify “confusion” doesn’t stop 

the division of this proper name whose meaning is caught in différance.5 “To translate 

Babel by ‘confusion’,” Derrida maintains, “is already to give a confused and uncertain 

translation” (The Ear of the Other 102). Furthermore, Babel “already names at least 

three times and three different things” (“Des Tours de Babel” 171) in its dual role as a 

proper name and a common noun. As a proper name, Babel refers to the title of the 

biblical story and the name of the tower which the Shem build to reach heaven. 

                                                 
4 The title of Derrida’s essay, “Des Tours de Babel,” already implies the risk of “contamination and 
detour within a system of relations” (Derrida, The Ear of the Other 107) of the word Babel. In a 
translator’s note, Joseph F. Graham points out the various possible ways of reading Derrida’s title. The 
word “Tours” can be read as “towers, twists, tricks, turns, or tropes, as in a ‘turn’ of phrase” (Derrida, 
“Des Tours de Babel” 206). Moreover, if “des” and “tours” are taken together, they look and sound like 
the word “detour” (206). 
5 Différance is a word coined by Derrida which combines the meanings of difference and deferment, 
and it is used by Derrida to indicate that meaning is perpetually deferred and is always in a continuous 
process of being produced by its difference from other meanings. Therefore, différance indicates the 
paradoxical situation of the possibility (i.e. production by difference) and the impossibility (i.e. the 
forever deferment) of meaning. Différance plays a crucial role in Derrida’s critical thinking and has 
been a term used and discussed by him throughout his writing. In an interview with Henri Ronse 
published in Positions, Derrida provides three main meanings of this term: 
          First, différance refers to the (active and passive) movement that consists in deferring by 

means of delay, delegation, reprieve, referral, detour, postponement, reserving. […] What 
defers presence […] is the very basis on which presence is announced or desired in what 
represents it, its signs, its trace… […] Second, the movement of différance, as that which 
produces different things, that which differentiates, is the common root of all the 
oppositional concepts that mark out language, such as, to take only a few examples, 
sensible/intelligible, intuition/signification, nature/culture, etc. […] Third, différance is 
also the production, if it can still be put this way, of these differences, of the diacriticity 
that the linguistics generated by Saussure, and all the structural sciences modeled upon it, 
have recalled is the condition for any signification and any structure. (7; Derrida’s 
emphasis) 
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Moreover, Babel also indicates the name of God which is proclaimed and imposed 

against the name of the Shem. As a common noun, Babel means “the confusion of 

tongues” as well as “the state of confusion in which the architects find themselves 

with the structure interrupted” (“Des Tours de Babel” 166, 167). In addition to the 

dual meaning as a common noun, Babel also suggests the confusion of God’s name as 

Derrida points out that: “Babel means not only confusion in the double sense of the 

word, but also the name of the father, […] the name of God as name of father” (“Des 

Tours de Babel” 167). God, the father and the lawgiver, should be the origin of all 

languages and the reference of absolute meaning. Yet the confusion of tongues and the 

state of confusion resulting from the violent imposition of the name and law of God 

make God’s name be babbled and dispersed in the uproar of discordant voices, a name 

that can only be heard and understood in the irreducible plurality of tongues. God’s 

name, a proper name, gets caught in the absolute double command which He himself 

imposes upon human.6 God’s name, the name of all proper names, the purest and 

most “proper” name, is then divided and complicated in His own act of naming 

himself. This is “the division of God” (Derrida, The Ear of the Other 102), the 

paradigm of the division of the proper name which is always already improper and 

caught in différance. 

    All of the proper names, including the proper name of God, are governed by the 

double command and thus are “in a state of Babel; in all of them the desire is at work 

to impose the proper name with the demand: ‘Translate me and don’t translate me’” 

                                                 
6 The story of the Babel Tower, according to Derrida’s interpretation, is a war between God and the 
tribe of the Shems on the name and “God declares war by forcing men […] to translate his proper name 
with a common noun” (The Ear of the Other 102). In His rivalry with the tribe of the Shems, God 
imposes an absolute double command when he says: “Translate me and what is more don’t translate me. 
I desire that you translate me, that you translate the name I impose on you; and at the same time, 
whatever you do, don’t translate it, you will not be able to translate it” (Derrida, The Ear of the Other 
102). However, this double command is the law that even God Himself cannot evade. Therefore, God’s 
name takes the consequence of His own law and get divided and confused. “The double bind is in the 
law. Even in God, and it is necessary to follow rigorously the consequence: in his name” (Derrida, 
“Des Tours de Babel” 184; Derrida’s emphasis). 
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(Derrida, The Ear of the Other 103). The absolute double postulation—the 

simultaneous requirement for translatability and recognition as well as 

untranslatability and singularity—divides the proper name, making it “[belong] 

without belonging to a language and [indebt] itself for an insolvent debt, to itself as if 

others” (Derrida, “Des Tours de Babel” 175). Following the demand for translation, 

the proper name is able to get into the system of language and attain meaning and 

understanding as a common noun. Answering the call for singularity, the proper name 

resists translation in order to maintain its status as a pure reference outside the system 

of language. Unable to conform completely to either of the requirements, the proper 

name becomes the name at the edge of language which aspires to maintain an absolute 

propriety outside the language system but is never absolutely external to that system 

as a pure reference, simultaneously proper and improper, inside and outside the 

system. Therefore, the proper name becomes translatable and untranslatable at the 

same time—that is, it is untranslatable as a pure reference and translatable as a 

common noun.7 The irresoluble double command of the proper name makes the 

translator involved with an insolvent debt which makes translation a task necessary 

and impossible, a task without satisfactory solution. 

 

2.2 The Desire for a Unitary Identity 

                                                 
7 In a section called “Translation” in his book Jacques Derrida, Geoffrey Bennington discusses 
translation in a bizarre sense with reference to the translatability and untranslatability of the proper 
name in terms of his understanding of Derrida’s idea of translation (166-74). In his discussion, 
Bennington writes: “if there is something that seems in some sense to resist translation, it is precisely 
the proper name [because] [a] proper name cannot be translated into another language” (169). For 
Bennington, this is what makes us believe that “the proper name [escape] the language system, and that 
one could therefore seek in it a fixed point that would resist différance by attaching the tissue of 
language to a solid place in the world” (169-70). Resisting translation and différance, the proper name 
becomes untranslatable as something existing outside the language system. However, “in order to be 
‘proper” or give the impression of being proper, the proper name [has] immediately to be depropriated 
in a différance-affected classification in which its finitude [is] inscribed” (170). To be a proper name, it 
has to be both untranslatable and translatable, belonging and not belonging to a language. “Proper 
names are necessary for a language which does not tolerate them as such, and which nonetheless holds 
onto them jealously enough to refuse that they be translated into another language” (170). Translatable 
and untranslatable, the proper name makes translation a necessary and impossible task. 
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The necessity and impossibility of translating the proper name leads to not only 

an infinite task of translation but also a never-ending quest of unitary identity. The 

function of the proper name is associated with the constitution of the identity because 

a proper name “ought to insure a certain passage between language and world, in that 

it ought to indicate a concrete individual, without ambiguity, without having to pass 

through the circuits of meaning” (Bennington 104). The necessity of the proper name 

is generated from the need of every individual to establish his or her own identity in 

order to distinguish him or her from the other. However, the fulfillment of the craving 

for a unique and unitary identity through the act of naming is hindered by the absolute 

double command of the proper name. “Naming does violence to the supposed unicity 

it is supposed to respect, it gives existence and withdraws it at the same time” 

(Bennington 106). The proper name effaces the absolute properness it promises when 

it follows the command for translation, violating the requirement for singularity and 

propriety. Pleading for and being indebted to other’s reading and translation for its 

recognition, the proper name is drawn into the system of language in which meanings 

are based on relations and produced by differences. The absolute double postulation 

divides and complicates the proper name, making it both itself and other, proper as a 

proper name and improper as a common noun. In consequence, the identity 

constituted by the act of naming cannot evade the double command of the proper 

name which embroils the supposed singularity and unity of the identity in a state of 

impurity and disruption, making it bear the traces of the other.  

    The desire for a single and unitary identity is both fulfilled and thwarted by the 

double command of the proper name. Take the proper name of God for example. By 

naming himself, God contradicts and divides His own identity into the irreducible 

multiplicity of idioms, indebting His name and identity to the translation and reading 
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of the other.8 The identity of God can never be “I am that I am” as he claims to men,9 

because His identity is always in a state of becoming or continual transformation in 

which meaning is always differed and deferred. The proper name promises to give 

existence to a unitary identity “without ambiguity, without having to pass through the 

circuits of meaning” (Bennington 104), but it at the same time hinders and delays the 

fulfillment of this promise because it is already under the influence of différance and 

situated in the confusion of plural tongues. Our desire for a single and unique identity 

without ambiguity through the act of naming is irreducible despite the fact that from 

the very beginning we’re already in a situation of multiplicity of languages. “The 

proper name is a mark: something like confusion can occur at any time because the 

proper name bears confusion within itself,” and it can “immediately become common 

and drift off course toward a system of relations where it functions as a common 

name or mark, it can send the address off course” (Derrida, The Ear of the Other 107, 

108). The vision of the unique and unified identity is a never-fulfilled promise made 

by the proper name, because the seed of confusion is built in its structure which is 

governed by the absolute double command that divides and contradicts the proper 

name by pulling it toward the system of language where différance produces 

differences and defers the arrival of meaning. The confusion or impurity within the 

proper name can make it drift and address off course, pointing not directly to the 

individual it names but someone else. Therefore, the identity constituted by the proper 

name is always already divided and doubled due to the double command, and the 

quest of a unitary identity becomes a never ending task which intends to look for the 

promised yet deferred unity of the identity. 

                                                 
8 For the division of God’s name, see footnote 6 in this chapter. More detailed discussion on this issue 
and God as an indebted subject who requires translation, see Derrida’s “Des Tours de Babel” (174, 
182-4) and The Ear of the Other (99-104).  
9 “I am that I am” is God’s answer to Moses’ question about his name (Exodus 3:14). 
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    In light of Derrida’s discussion on translation concerning the unique nature of the 

proper name, the search for a unitary identity through the act of naming expresses a 

desire for the origin. The proper name is supposed to have “a framing function” which 

implies “a closed system and intimating a unitary presence, origin or source” 

(Wolfreys 86). On account of this framing function, the reference to a proper name 

gives the impression of guaranteeing a definite origin of truth or meaning. However, 

the identity is “always shown to be fraught with paradoxes, contradictions and other 

disjoining movements which make the unity of identity impossible” (Wolfreys 61). 

The assumed self-referential unity of the identity constructed out of the proper name 

is problematic because of the double command and différance. Furthermore, 

dependent on the specific context in which it is defined and constructed, the identity 

constructed by (proper) name(s) can’t serve as a fixed center or definable origin of 

truth. Throughout the history of our life, we are “constantly being named by different 

names which add up, disappear, accumulate, and so on” (Derrida, The Ear of the 

Other 105).  

    The speculated origin from the framing function of the proper name doesn’t exist 

as a closed system. There is a fragmentary nature, an incompleteness of the origin 

which is not completed and intact as a whole, but is in a state of ruin, as something 

half-accomplished with a hole, ready to receive something from outside and to 

undergo transformation. The proper name projects a vision of the identity as a unitary 

presence and origin which we intend to locate and return to so as to master the 

plurivocality of meaning. However, this desire to return to the origin is in a process of 

re-turn—every route we take so as to reach the origin turns out to be a twist, another 

turn or detour that seemingly leads us to our goal but makes us drift away from it at 

the same time. The origin we aspire to go back to is under the influence of différance 

which “produces what it forbids, makes possible the very thing that it makes 
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impossible” (Derrida, Of Grammatology 143). Moreover, “[w]ithout the possibility of 

différance, the desire of presence as such would not find its breathing space” (Derrida, 

Of Grammatology 143). Only because of différance can we have such a desire for the 

origin as such through the framing function of the proper name, but this intense desire 

for the origin, ironically, indicates the lack of such an origin. There is no such thing 

we can simply and purely call the starting point or the origin of meaning because 

everything is within the sphere of différance. 

Even the story of Babel interpreted by Derrida as the origin of the irreducible 

multiplicities of idioms is under the influence of différance and governed by the law 

of translation. In his discussion of this story, Derrida particularly reminds us that: “it 

is in translation that we most often read this narrative [the story of Babel]” (“Des 

Tours de Babel” 171). This narrative as the origin of the confusion of tongues is 

already caught in the irreducible multiplicity of idioms it depicts. For Derrida, the 

story of Babel is a myth that “tells of the need for figuration, for myth, for tropes, for 

twists and turns, for translation inadequate to compensate for that which multiplicity 

denies us” (“Des Tours de Babel” 165). The story of Babel as a myth of origin speaks 

of the need for translation, a desire for translation that is generated by the failure of 

the construction project, the incompletion of the tower. The desire for translatability 

associates Derrida’s thought on translation with philosophy. The thesis of philosophy, 

for Derrida, is “translatability in [the] common sense, that is, as the transfer of [the] 

meaning or [the] truth from one language to another without any essential harm being 

done” (The Ear of the Other 120). The possibility of total translatability, the 

transference of the meaning or the truth without essential loss, makes up the core of 

the philosophical project in which meaning or truth takes the commanding role. 

However, the incompletion of the Babel tower, the impossibility of totalizing and 

completing, indicates that it is not possible to attain total translatability. The 
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deconstruction of the Babel tower “identifies the inability of philosophy to establish 

the stable ground, the deferral of the origin which prevents the completion of the 

edifice by locating the untranslatable, that which lies between the original and the 

translation” (Wigley 13). This defeat of philosophy, nonetheless, does not announce 

its own death sentence. Quite on the contrary, the necessity of philosophy as well as 

translation is marked out in this impossibility of totality and completion. Since the 

desire for translatability is never completely frustrated, the philosopher will continue 

to look for the truth which is forever elusive. 

 

2.3 The Sur-vival of the Proper Name as the Task of the Translator 

    Neither to restitute the meaning nor to reproduce a faithful copy of the original, 

the translation contract between the original and the translation is about the promise 

of a unique form of life called the sur-vival.10 In “The Task of the Translator,” the 

attainment of the afterlife or sur-vival of the original becomes the defining function of 

translation in Benjamin’s redefinition of the relation between the original and the 

translation. According to Benjamin, the afterlife or sur-vival of the original attained 

by the translation presents a unique life form which surpasses biological life and death. 

                                                 
10 I encountered the problem of translation in analyzing the survival as a key element in Derrida’s 
discussions of translation, because the translation and spelling of the French word “survivre” varies 
from different translated texts of Derrida’s work. In “Des Tours de Babel” translated by Joseph F. 
Graham, this word is spelled as “sur-vival” with a hyphen. It is marked simply as “survival” without a 
hyphen both in The Ear of the Other translated by Avital Ronell and in Learning to Live Finally: An 
Interview with Jean Birnbaum translated by Pascale-Anne Brault and Michawl Nass. Derrida gives 
survival another twist in “Living On: Border Lines” in which the notion it presents is translated as 
“living on” which can mean “a reprieve or an afterlife, ‘life after life’ or life after death, more life or 
more than life, and better; the state of suspension in which it’s over—and over again, and you’ll never 
have done with that suspension itself” (77; Derrida’s emphasis). In this thesis, I decide to use 
“sur-vival” to indicate the surviving structure or the “afterlife” (Benjamin 71) of the original in 
Benjamin’s discussion of translation. I intend to use “sur-vival” with a hyphen to remark the ambiguous 
meaning of this concept observed by Derrida in his reading of Benjamin. On the other hand, I will use 
sur-vival, hyphenated and italicized, to indicate Derrida’s interpretation of this concept which, in 
addition to the dual meanings already implied in Benjamin’s text, suggests another layer of meaning 
that is related to the theme of gift or heritage. As for the remarks of other critics upon sur-vival which I 
quote in this chapter, I will change their spellings of this word and make them consistent with my use 
in this chapter. 
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Moreover, Benjamin maintains that sur-vival as a unique life form will manifest the 

hidden affinity of languages and the emergence of the pure language. The 

translatability of the original, for Benjamin, is the key to comprehend the particular 

relation between the original and the translation founded upon sur-vival.  

    The interrelation between the translatability and the sur-vival of the text has been 

taken into account in Derrida’s discussion on translation. In “Living On: Border 

Lines,” Derrida writes:  

          A text lives only if it lives on [sur-vit], and it lives on only if it is at once    

translatable and untranslatable (always “at once…and…”: hama, at the 

“same” time). Totally translatable, it disappears as a text, as writing, as a 

body of language [langue]. Totally untranslatable, even within what is 

believed to be one language, it dies immediately. Thus triumphant 

translation is neither the life nor the death of the text, only or already its 

living on, its life after life, its life after death. […] It neither lives nor dies; 

it lives on. (102-3; Derrida’s emphasis) 

According to Derrida, the sur-vival of a text depends on the translation without which 

it can’t have a life at all. Furthermore, a text has to be both translatable and 

untranslatable at the same time if it wants to live on, to have its own sur-vival. From 

Derrida’s point of view, there exists an important connection between the double 

command—the requirement for both translatability and untranslatability—and the 

sur-vival of a text, and the former contributes to the latter’s realization. On the one 

hand, total translatability would make nothing remain in a text, not even a trace would 

be left for the retranslation in the future and the text just “disappears.” On the other 

hand, total untranslatability would deprive the text of its possibility of translation and 

opportunity of sur-vival and it “dies immediately.” This double command constructs 

the surviving structure of a text which, in order to have its sur-vival, has to call for 
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translation and resist it at the same time.  

    The concept of sur-vival, interpreted by Derrida in the wake of Benjamin’s 

commentary on translation, forms the core of the task of the translator who, as an 

agent of sur-vival, has to take care of a legacy inherited from the other. The necessity 

of translation after the imposition of God’s name in the story of Babel, for Derrida, 

demonstrates not only “a struggle for the [sur-vival] of the name” (“Des Tours de 

Babel” 183) but also the pertinacity of men to live and survive after the great 

devastation—the destruction of their tower and the collapse of a single genealogy. The 

necessity and impossibility of translation after the imposition of God’s name and law 

becomes the force which urges men not merely to continue to live after the moment of 

deconstruction and dissemination but to write and translate their life into history, the 

history of men unfolded from the Book of Genesis, so as to prove that they survive 

the death of this calamity. Therefore, Benjamin’s concept of sur-vival in Derrida’s 

interpretation indicates both a stage of continuation of life (“Fortleben” in German 

and survival in English) and life after death, a life beyond life ( “Uberleben” in 

German and sur-vival with a deliberate hyphen in English).11 Even though men are 

subjected to the law of the translation which is both necessary and impossible, their 

desire to make themselves a name, a unitary identity of the unique and universal 

genealogy upon earth, is not completely thwarted. Living as the survivors of a 

collapsed genealogy, men continue to live and make an effort to live better in order to 

fulfill their desire for the manifestation of their name and history by translation. In 

addition to its dual meaning already implied in Benjamin’s German text, sur-vival is 

immersed in the theme of heritage in Derrida’s interpretation. According to Derrida, 

the imposition of God’s “translatable-untranslatable name” makes translation become 

                                                 
11 The difference between “a stage of continuation of life” (Fortleben) and “life after death, a life 
beyond life” (Uberleben) is that the former puts emphasis on the endurance, the act of continuing and 
remaining alive and the latter accentuates not the length of life but the better status of life. 
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“law, duty and debt, but the debt one can no longer discharge” (“Des Tours de Babel” 

174). The translator, in consequence, assumes the role as “an indebted subject, 

obligated by a duty, already in the position of heir, entered as survivor in a genealogy, 

as survivor or agent of [sur-vival]” (179). Sur-vival, situated in “a scene of 

genealogical indebtedness,” becomes an inheritance for the translator who survives 

the destruction and continues to live as an heir (“Des Tours de Babel” 174). Sur-vival 

is the duty and debt the translator, as the agent of sur-vival, is entrusted with as a 

legacy passed on to him, and the task of the translator is to render this insolvent debt 

as a dutiful heir in a genealogy. 

    The question of sur-vival is intimately related to the question of the proper name 

in Derrida’s discussion of translation. If the task of the translator is to fulfill the 

promise of sur-vival as an indebted survivor or an agent of sur-vival, it is the sur-vival 

of the proper name that he or she is committed to. The debt of the translation, Derrida 

argues, doesn’t commit the translator “with regard to the author (dead insofar as his 

text has a structure of [sur-vival] even if he is living) nor with regard to a model 

which must be reproduced or represented” (“Des Tours de Babel” 183). On the 

contrary, the translator must commit himself or herself to the sur-vival of the works, 

“the [sur-vival] of author’s names and of signatures, but not of authors” (Derrida, 

“Des Tours de Babel” 179). In light of Derrida’s observation, the unique nature of the 

proper name is that a proper name “exists and is meant to exist without the bearer of 

the name” and “every name is the name of someone dead, or of a living someone 

whom it can do without” (The Ear of the Other 53). Because the proper name must be 

able to function in the absence of the living subject who bears this name, the existence 

of the proper name already implies the death of the name-bearer. Tinted with the 

anticipation of death embedded in the proper name, sur-vival is recognized by Derrida 

as “a complication of the opposition life/ death” (Learning to Live Finally 51). Like 
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the proper name which is split by the double command, the sur-viva is doubled and 

divided in this internal division of life and death. 

    The trace of absence or death in the sur-vival, however, doesn’t exist as a 

negativity of life. In contrast, the sur-vival is defined by Derrida as proceeding from 

“an unconditional affirmation of life” (Learning to Live Finally 52). For Derrida, the 

sur-vival is a promise of the translation contract, and it is a double affirmation, the 

“yes, yes” of life on both sides—the original and the translator, the proper name and 

the name-bearer. Even though it is not the sur-vival of the living subject but the 

sur-vival of the proper name which commits the translator to a duty and debt, the 

translator, as a living subject, must be someone who “prefers living and thus surviving 

to death” in order to be responsible for the task of translation (Derrida, Learning to 

Live Finally 52). Only if the translator lives on, surviving as the agent of the sur-vival 

of the works or the proper name, can it be possible for him or her to fulfill the promise 

of the sur-vival. This restitution of this insolvent debt requires the devotion of the 

translator’s entire life to this task, whose fulfillment is necessary and impossible at the 

same time. The translator has to have “an unconditional affirmation of life” (Derrida, 

Learning to Live Finally 52), to say yes to life and live on so that there will be the 

possibility of fulfilling the never fully fulfilled promise of the sur-vival and 

completing the never wholly completed mission of translation.  

 

III. Wordsworth’s Task of the Translator in The Prelude 

    The composition of The Prelude as a poem concerning the growth of a poet’s 

mind makes Wordsworth assume the task of the translator who is destined to watch 

over the sur-vival of the proper name. With its autobiographical nature, The Prelude 

could be interpreted as Wordsworth’s endeavor to translate his own proper name with 

his own hand, to put in writing the history of himself as a competent poet who has 
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come through struggles and difficulties. 12  Wordsworth’s decision to write The 

Prelude is motivated by a desire for self-assurance: “The preparatory poem is 

biographical, and conducts the history of the Author’s mind to the point when he was 

emboldened to hope that his faculties were sufficiently mature for entering upon the 

arduous labour which he had proposed to himself” (W. Wordsworth, The Prose Works 

3: 5). A review of his mind about the development of his own poetic faculties present 

Wordsworth’s need to “produce a version of a self that is worthy of a larger task” 

(Nichols, “The Revolutionary ‘I’” 77). Wordsworth is then determined to put his 

powers to test in writing a poem of genius as an original writer whose work should be 

treated as “the introduction of a new element into the intellectual universe” and would 

“[widen] the sphere of human sensibility, for the delight, honour, and benefit of 

human nature” (W. Wordsworth, The Prose Works 3: 82). 

    Wordsworth’s ambition to establish himself as a talented great poet is associated 

with “the [sur-vival] of identity” (Reynolds and Roffe 107) in Derrida’s discussion on 

the question of the proper name. The Prelude could be understood as Wordsworth’s 

effort to preserve his own name by writing a poem of his own life whose argument is 

“the discipline / And consummation of a Poet’s mind” (The Prelude 14.303-4). A 

passage in The Prelude clearly illustrates Wordsworth’s intense yearning to make 

himself one of those great writers, assuring his place as a descendant of “a unique and 

universal genealogy” (Derrida, “Des Tours de Babel” 169) of the mighty poets who 

are “each with each / Connected in a mighty scheme of truth” (The Prelude 13.301-2):  

                                Those were the days 

Which also first emboldened me to trust 

                                                 
12 Here, the autobiographical nature of The Prelude conforms to the more traditional interpretation of 
autobiography which emphasizes autonomy, singularity, wholeness, and self-closure. In chapter three, I 
will argue a re-reading of The Prelude as Wordsworth’s otobiography which is not self-generated but 
depends on the hearing of the other in relation to the questions of the proper name and the signature.  
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With firmness, hitherto but lightly touched 

By such a daring thought, that I might leave 

Some monument behind me which pure hearts 

Should reverence. The instinctive humbleness, 

Maintained even by the very name and thought 

Of printed books and authorship, began 

To melt away; and further, the dread awe 

Of mighty names was softened down and seemed 

Approachable, admitting fellowship 

Of modest sympathy. (The Prelude 6.52-63; my emphasis) 

Wordsworth’s ambition of writing The Prelude is to make it a “monument” which 

should bear his name upon it as one of those “mighty names” that readers of all 

generations would recognize, respect, and love. In other words, Wordsworth attempts 

to make a name for himself, to make his “words” have “worth.” The Prelude, 

therefore, could be read as Wordsworth’s strenuous attempt to translate his own 

proper name so as to construct himself a definite identity through the act of translation 

and writing. 

    Taking up the task of translating his own proper name in the composition of The 

Prelude, Wordsworth is enabled to establish an identity as a great poet and to increase 

his self-confidence. Even though it is upon The Prelude of 1805 instead of the 1850 

text that Jon Cook makes his comment, it is still noteworthy that “when the 1805 text 

was completed, [Wordsworth] was little known as a poet”(54). Moreover, Cook 

remarks that “The Prelude is not written in the confidence of an established reputation 

which can assume the curiosity of a readership about its author’s life” (54). To infer 

from Cook’s comments, it is not difficult to understand that there exists a demand for 

writing in Wordsworth’s mind in order to know what he is and to make his name 
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known as a poet. Let’s quote Derrida again in his remarks on the relation between 

writing and identity:  

          [O]nly that which is written gives me existence by naming me. It is thus    

simultaneously true that things come into existence and lose existence by 

being named. Sacrifice of existence to the word, […] but also the 

consecration of existence by the word. Moreover, it does not suffice to be 

written, for one must write in order to have a name. (Writing and 

Difference 70) 

Only with the inscription of one’s name in writing can one manage to have a sense of 

identity. In this sense, the task of translating his proper name in The Prelude would 

allow Wordsworth to constitute an identity “without ambiguity, without having to pass 

through the circuits of meaning” (Bennington 104). Therefore, Wordsworth makes an 

effort in writing The Prelude as an autobiographical poem so as to inscribe his own 

proper name in the system of language and construct a definable identity as a poet 

who deserves respect and love from the reader.  

 

3.1 Wordsworth’s Arduous and Detoured Pilgrimage 

    Looking for the origin of his creative powers in order to establish an identity as a 

competent poet, Wordsworth sets out a retrospective journey to his past life in his task 

of translating his proper name in The Prelude. Uncertain about his own identity, 

Wordsworth feels the need to go back to the origin to discover the meaning of his life 

and to know what he is meant to be. In the beginning of this review of his own mind, 

Wordsworth writes： 

          What dwelling shall receive me? in what vale 

          Shall be my harbour? underneath what grove 

          Shall I take up my home? and what clear stream 
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          Shall with its murmur lull me into rest? 

          The earth is all before me. (The Prelude 1.10-4) 

According to the description of this passage, the poet is somewhat in a state of exile, 

getting caught in “the strangeness of that which has no homeland, no assignable limits, 

no origin, and no end” (The Ear of the Other 144). The world is all before him but 

Wordsworth doesn’t know where to turn to, where he can call his home. Even though 

he describes himself as “free as a bird to settle where [he] will” (The Prelude 1.9), 

there remains an intense desire in his mind to locate his origin, to search for the origin 

of his poetic power, “[t]hat awful Power rose from the mind’s abyss / Like an 

unfathered vapour” (The Prelude 6.594-95).  

For Wordsworth, the question that has to be answered is “How shall I seek the 

origin” (The Prelude 2.346)? Before long, Wordsworth, the free wanderer escaping 

from the city, chooses the destination of his root-seeking trip—it is the known Vale of 

Grasmere which he calls home that his feet should turn to:  

          From that soft couch I rose not, till the sun 

          Had almost touched the horizon; casting then 

          A backward glance upon the curling cloud  

          Of city smoke, by distance ruralised; 

          Keen as a Truant or a Fugitive, 

          But as a Pilgrim resolute, I took, 

          Even with the chance equipment of that hour, 

          The road that pointed toward the chosen Vale. (The Prelude 1.86-93) 

This chosen Vale shall be the harbour of the keen Truant or Fugitive liberated from 

the burden of the unnatural self as well as the weight of wearing day. Not until sunset 

does Wordsworth, the resolute Pilgrim, set off on his journey to that chosen 

destination to look for the origin of his creative power and poetic identity. It is the end 
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of a day, but this pilgrimage will mark a new phase in Wordsworth’s life—he will 

carry on his journey through the darkness in a composed manner, believing that there 

will be light and hope at the end of his trip.13 The journey back to Wordsworth’s 

childhood and earlier life in the Lake District aims to trace and re-mark the creative 

power of the poet as a child, the “father of the Man” (Wordsworth, “My Heart Leaps 

Up When I Behold” 7), so that Wordsworth’s poetic power won’t be “unfathered” 

anymore but have a definite origin. Therefore, the writing process of The Prelude 

becomes Wordsworth’s long and arduous pilgrimage to the beginning of his life, to 

the starting point where his proper name is first nominated and known to the world in 

order to search for the origin of his poetic powers. It is only through this retrospective 

journey with “[a] backward glance” (The Prelude 1.88) to Wordsworth’s past that 

Wordsworth can move forward to the future with assurance as a poet, knowing where 

he is from, what he is and what he will do.  

    However, Wordsworth’s long journey back home to look for a concrete identity 

in The Prelude is not without impediment and deviation. Even though Wordsworth 

sets out with a determined goal, his expedition does not consist of “one perpetual 

progress smooth and bright” (The Prelude 14.135) but of “backward wanderings 

along thorny ways” (The Prelude 14.138). Wordsworth, “a Pilgrim resolute” (The 

Prelude 1.91), encounters numerous twists, turns and detours in his journey to “the 

chosen Vale” (The Prelude 1.93). The writing progress of The Prelude in Book First, 
                                                 
13 At the beginning of Book Fourteenth, the conclusion of The Prelude 1850, Wordsworth delineates 
one of his excursions with his friend “to see the sun / Rise from the top of Snowdon” (The Prelude 
14.5-6). This reference to the sunrise nears the termination of Wordsworth’s wandering course 
corresponds to the scene of sunset at the beginning of the pilgrimage—the sun will rise after the 
darkness of the night, and Wordsworth will finally recover from the impairment of his creative 
sensibility. Later in the same book comes momentous episode of the ascent of Snowdon in which 
Wordsworth discerns “the emblem of a Mind” (The Prelude 14.70) from the scene of the illuminating 
moon. This episode is unanimously considered as the climax of The Prelude that leads to Wordsworth’s 
discovery of “the discipline / And consummation of a Poet’s mind” (The Prelude 14.303-4). The 
arrangement of these scenes in the last book of The Prelude—the sunset as well as the epiphany at the 
top of Mount Snowdon—seemingly fulfills the promise of light and hope at the end of Wordsworth’s 
journey. For another interpretation of the image of the sun in The Prelude, please read Frances 
Ferguson’s analysis of the sun as a counteragent in Wordsworth: Language as Counter-Spirit. 
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after the determination of Wordsworth’s destination, is hampered by hundreds of lines 

looking for the proper theme of his verse (The Prelude 1.114-227). The poet is 

“[b]affled and plagued” and wonders if that would be his lot to “[u]nprofitably [travel] 

toward the grave, / Like a false steward who hath much received / And renders 

nothing back” (The Prelude 1.267-9). Not until the murmurs of the River Derwent 

revive him from the days of contradiction does Wordsworth start to write about the 

“Fair seed-time” (The Prelude 1.301) of his creative mind in the Lake District (The 

Prelude 1.301-558). It is the time during which Wordsworth is fostered both by beauty 

and by fear in all kinds of boyish sports in the natural world that contributes to the 

growth of his mind as well as the “calm existence that is [his] when [he] / [Is] worthy 

of [himself]!” (The Prelude 1.349-50) The significance of the “Fair seed-time” 

consists in not merely the maturity of the Wordsworth’s mind but also the sur-vival of 

his name. As a translator whose mission is to watch over the sur-vival of his own 

proper name, Wordsworth has to recollect this fair seed-time in order to seek and 

reach that intact kernel of his earlier self and constitute a continuing identity as a poet. 

    Wordsworth’s spiritual pilgrimage in quest of a unitary identity in The Prelude, 

viewed from a bigger scale, also consists of numerous detours and digressions. The 

narrative structure of The Prelude is not in line with the chronological order of 

Wordsworth’s life—it is interfused with diverse incidents in the different phases of his 

life. Wordsworth’s journey to the vale of Grasmere searching for the origin of his 

poetic self is undertaken in Book First, but it is not until Book Fourteenth that he is 

finally at home in that chosen Vale, assured about himself as a poet and ready to 

commence writing The Recluse (The Prelude 14.302-11, 374-85). Those interludes 

recollected from the poet’s memory in the process of writing—such as the depictions 

of his residence in Cambridge, London, and Paris; the hiking trip with his friend to the 

Alps; his faith in and disillusion of the French Revolution; the climatic ascent of 
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Mount Snowdon—illustrate Wordsworth’s errant wandering to his destination in 

search of his original self. On the other hand, the passages on Wordsworth’s childhood, 

school-time, and summer vacation in the Lake District as well as the quintessential 

“spots of time” make approaches to the origin of Wordsworth’s creative self, “the one 

great Mind / Create[s], creator and receiver both” (The Prelude 2.257-8). 

    Wordsworth’s homeward course to the origin of his poetic self in The Prelude is 

in a process of re-turn—every route he takes to reach the origin turns out to be a twist, 

another turn or detour which seemingly leads him to his determined goal but makes 

him drift away from it at the same time. It is not a straightforward journey to the 

hiding place of Wordsworth’s poetic self but an arduous and detoured pilgrimage, 

during which he encounters a series of quandaries and difficulties that divert him from 

the path and delay his arrival to the end. There are moments of doubt and confusion in 

Wordsworth’s life about answering the question, “what am I?”. Has he always been a 

poet from the past to the present? Will his identity as a poet continue to the future 

when he grows old? The quest for the answers to these questions motivates 

Wordsworth’s retrospective journey to the origin of his poetic self in The Prelude. 

According to Wordsworth, the moving pattern of his retrospective journey is 

characterized as the meander of a river:  

          Even as a river,—partly (it might seem) 

          Yielding to old remembrances, and swayed 

          In part by fear to shape a way direct, 

          That would engulph him soon in the ravenous sea— 

          Turns, and will measure back his course, far back,  

          Seeking the very regions which he crossed 

          In his first outset; so have we, my Friend! 

          Turned and returned with intricate delay. (The Prelude 9.1-8) 
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On his way to the origin across the boundaries of time and space, Wordsworth turns 

and measures back his course, “[s]eeking the very regions which he crossed / In his 

first outset” and thus he has “[t]urned and returned with intricate delay.” Moreover, 

Wordsworth also lingers as a backward-looking traveler who “is tempted to review / 

The region left behind him” while he pauses for a breathing in order to “make the best 

amends he may” (The Prelude 9.11-2, 16) so that a continuing identity as a poet can 

be shaped.14 Therefore, every turn that Wordsworth takes to resume his return to the 

origin is “displaced by the unending process of having always to begin again and 

again” (Jay 65). The arrival at the origin is always deferred by the turns and detours 

along this journey, and there is the possibility of having no definite beginning of 

Wordsworth’s poetic power. The origin Wordsworth aspires to return to is unlocatable 

because his poetic power “com[es] from some other place which is not reducible […] 

to a single source or origin; or even knowable location” (Wolfreys 62). Wordsworth’s 

intense desire for origin obliges him to undertake the necessary and impossible task of 

the translator, that is, the task of translating his proper name. 

 

3.2 Translating “Wordsworth” to Worthy Words 

    Wordsworth’s aspiration to go back to the origin of his own poetic powers with 

an attempt to construct a unitary identity places him in the position of the translator. 

Wordsworth’s task of a translator is to translate his own proper name whose framing 

function should enable him to fulfill the promise of a unitary identity without paradox 

and contradiction. However, as he makes clear in the “two consciousnesses” passage, 

there is the wide vacancy between his past self and his present one: 

                                                 
14 In Book Eleventh, Wordsworth also adopts the image of the brook to depict his search along a lonely 
road to look for the continuity of his identity as a poet, an identity whose constitution depends upon 
“the saving intercourse / With [his] true self” provided by Dorothy Wordsworth (The Prelude 11.341-2). 
For more discussions on the relation between Wordsworth and Dorothy with reference to the identity as 
a poet, see 3.1 Coleridge and Dorothy as the Other in chapter three. 
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A tranquillising spirit presses now 

On my corporeal frame, so wide appears 

The vacancy between me and those days 

Which yet have such self-presence in my mind, 

That musing on them, often do I seem 

Two consciousnesses, conscious of myself 

And of some other Being. (The Prelude 2.27-33) 

Apparently, this vacancy indicates that the continuity of the self from past to present 

and into future that shall be “bound each to each by natural piety” (Wordsworth, “My 

Heart Leaps Up When I Behold”) is a dream that Wordsworth needs to make an effort 

to realize. Moreover, the past self is like “some other Being” to Wordsworth whose 

mind could “[remember] how she felt, but what she felt / Remember[s] not” (The 

Prelude 2.316-7). The gap and difference are not neglected by “the unwatchful eye” 

(The Prelude 2.300) but are heeded by Wordsworth whose eye: 

          Could find no surface where its power might sleep; 

          Which spake perpetual logic to my soul, 

          And by an unrelenting agency 

          Did bind my feelings even as in a chain. (The Prelude 3.166-9) 

Something Wordsworth has to pursue as a translator is to manage the reconciliation or 

to re-mark the affinity between his two consciousnesses, binding his feelings from 

past to present “as in a chain.” 

    If we consider Wordsworth’s past self as the original which requires translation 

to attain both a unitary identity and the sur-vival of his proper name as a poet, then 

Wordsworth, reviewing the history of his mind in writing The Prelude, has to translate 

this original which is already in the process of collapse because what Wordsworth 

recollects from the memories of his earlier life are nothing but fragments, the “spots 
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of time” (The Prelude 12.218), rather than a complete and unified image of his past 

self. The “spots of time” are highly valued by Wordsworth, because these privileged 

moments in life “with distinct pre-eminence retain / A renovating virtue” (The Prelude 

12.209-10) which makes human mind “nourished and invisibly repaired” (The 

Prelude 12.215). Moreover, the pleasure the mind drinks in “is enhanced, / That 

penetrates, enables us to mount, / When high, more high, and lifts us up when fallen” 

(The Prelude 12.216-8). With this renovating virtue of these treasured moments, 

Wordsworth envisions growth of his poetic mind and the continuity of a unified self. 

For Wordsworth, the lifting and repairing function of these moments would empower 

him to cross the abyss between his two consciousnesses without falling and then to 

connect them into a consistent unity. These precious moments in Wordsworth’s earlier 

life, however, “[a]re scattered everywhere” like the loose pearls of a broken brilliant 

necklace (The Prelude 12.224). Accordingly, what Wordsworth is required to achieve 

is to make them “add up to a coherent unity” as if “a single thread runs through these 

jeweled moments” (Easthope 62). For Wordsworth, who “see[s] / In simple childhood 

something of the base / On which [man’s] greatness stands” (The Prelude 12.273-5), 

the task of translating his past self into poetry “as far as words can give” (The Prelude 

12.283) is to maintain his hope of “enshrining / […] the spirit of the Past / For future 

restoration”(The Prelude 12.284-6). The incompleteness of the original, that is, the 

disintegration of Wordsworth’s past self, calls for translation—a promise of growth 

and reconciliation—to cover up its fissures and watch over its own complement with 

love and care. Wordsworth has to answer this demand for translation in order to 

secure the unity of his identity and to accomplish the sur-vival of his name as a poet. 

The affinity Wordsworth re-marks between his past self and present self with the aid 

of those fragments of early memories, in the end, shall lead to the reconciliation of 

Wordsworth’s various selves which bring about a coherent and continuing identity 
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captured and recovered from the passing time.  

    Searching for the origin of his creative power, Wordsworth realizes that, in order 

to make a name for himself as a great poet, he has to let his proper name become 

improper in the process of writing The Prelude. The purpose of Wordsworth’s 

retrospective journey to the origin is to know what he is and is capable of doing with 

the assistance of those treasured moments recollected from his earlier life. To 

accomplish this purpose, “Wordsworth,” 15  the name of the poet, cannot be a 

self-referential proper name otherewise it is impossible to attain self-understanding 

and constitute a self-identity. Therefore, when Wordsworth takes a review of his mind 

in writing The Prelude, he translates his own proper name into various figures which 

he recollected from the memories. These figures, either the obvious reference to the 

poet himself or to those people taking a place in the narrative of his past life, will 

unveil the mystery of Wordsworth, a man who takes pains to make his name as a poet 

upon the world. In the various episodes recollected from his childhood life, 

Wordsworth translates his name into a young boy, who was “A daily wanderer among 

woods and fields / With living Nature hath been intimate” (The Prelude 5.87-8) and 

whose tales “have the charm / Of visionary things, those lovely forms / And sweet 

sensations” (The Prelude 1.631-2). Translating his name into the boy allows 

Wordsworth to bind his past self with the present one and secure the continuity of his 

identity as a poet because the power that qualifies Wordsworth as a poet whose mind 

is capable of perceiving difference in things and “Sublimer joy” neglected by “the 

unwatchful eye” (The Prelude 2.300, 302) is the “visionary power” the young boy 

drinks in from his interaction with Nature (The Prelude 2.311). 

    Wordsworth’s sense of a unified identity, however, cannot depend upon any 

                                                 
15 Quotation marks will be added when Wordsworth refers to the poet’s proper name instead of the 
poet himself.  
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single episode rendered in The Prelude alone. The numerous young Wordsworths 

recaptured from the passing time—the “Wordsworth” becoming improper—suggest 

the different facets of Wordsworth. On the one hand, they add up and accumulate to 

what have been known to the reader as Wordsworth, the poet who “[grows] up / 

Fostered alike by beauty and by fear” (The Prelude 1.301-2) and finds “[a] 

never-failing principle of joy / And purest passion” from his interaction with Nature 

(The Prelude 2.450-1). These different past “I”s of Wordsworth—the I who was 

troubled by the spectacle of the grim shape of a huge peak after stealing a boat (The 

Prelude 1.357-400) or the I whose inner eye had recognized from the ghastly face of 

the drowned man “A dignity, a smoothness, like the works / Of Grecian art, and purest 

poesy” (The Prelude 5.458-9)—provide access to the understanding of Wordsworth. 

The ubiquitous past “I” of Wordsworth inscribed in the pages of The Prelude becomes 

the common noun that stands in for “Wordsworth.” Without them, “Wordsworth” is 

nothing but an abstract proper name, a pure reference, rather than a real person, flesh 

and blood. Only when Wordsworth’s name becomes improper—that is, translated into 

a number of his own past selves—can he recognize what he is and is capable of doing. 

The becoming-common of “Wordsworth” leads to the production of worthy words in 

The Prelude, such as the jeweled “spots of time,” which glitter as stars above the dark 

abyss of mind, composing “a galaxy / Of life and glory (The Prelude 8.484-5).  

    On the other hand, the various past “I”s of Wordsworth are “in a chain of 

displacement” (Miller, The Linguistic Moment 48), deferring the clear-cut definition 

of this very proper name. For Wordsworth, the writing of The Prelude, a work that 

reviews the history of his mind, “determines and unveils the structure of [his 

identity]” (Wolfreys 62). However, because the peculiar nature of writing is “a 

dissemination irreducible to polysemy” (Derrida, Limited Inc. 20-1; Derrida’s 

emphasis), Wordsworth’s identity relying on the framing function of his proper name 
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is disseminated and “marked by difference from and within itself” in the process of 

writing (Wolfreys 69). Even though those past “I”s do provide access to the 

recognition and understanding of Wordsworth, they also lead the reader “into a place 

of ceaseless labyrinthine wandering” which results in “the endless failure of any 

movement of interpretation to ‘get it right’ and so put a stop of the movement” (Miller, 

The Linguistic Moment 53). Wordsworth’s writing of The Prelude turns out to be a 

ceaseless labyrinthine wandering in quest of a unified identity by translating his own 

proper name into these various past “I”s. The name of Wordsworth refuses to be 

defined and pinned down by any of these past selves depicted in The Prelude, and 

Wordsworth cannot but carry on his quest looking for the “right” translation of his 

own proper name because his identity is always marked by the difference from and 

within himself. Therefore, translating “Wordsworth” becomes a necessary and 

impossible task. As a proper name, “Wordsworth” calls for translation and recognition 

and it is translated into those past “I”s by Wordsworth in quest of an identity in The 

Prelude. However, this proper name resists translation at the same time—it refuses to 

be translated into “some other Being” (The Prelude 2.33) that gets caught in 

différance, having its unity embroiled by bearing the traces of the other in the process 

of producing meaning by translation. The double command for and against translation 

contradicts the unity of Wordsworth’s identity built upon the framing function of the 

proper name, bringing about the internal division of “Wordsworth,” which indicates 

both himself and “some other Being.” Therefore, Wordsworth’s identity is doubled 

and marked by the traces of the other due to the contradictory double command of his 

proper name. 

    To meet the demand for translation, Wordsworth also translates his proper name 

into other figures in addition to his past “I”s. The becoming-common of Wordsworth’s 

proper name is not limited to the straightforward references to his other self in the 
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past, and the blind Beggar whom Wordsworth encounters in the swarming streets of 

London stands for another possible translation of his proper name. At first sight, the 

blind Beggar appears to be a far-fetched counterpart for Wordsworth because he 

seems to have nothing to do with the identity as a poet. Nevertheless, a closer look 

reveals the interrelation between this blind Beggar and Wordsworth, who endeavors to 

make a name for himself as a poet by translating his own proper name.  

    First of all, the blindness of the beggar is associated with the visionary power of 

the poet. Caught in the hubbub of the London crowd and “lost / Amid the moving 

pageant” (The Prelude 7.636-7), Wordsworth 

                                 was smitten 

          Abruptly, with the view (a sight not rare) 

          Of a blind Beggar, who, with upright face, 

          Stood, propped against a wall, upon his chest 

          Wearing a written paper, to explain 

          His story, whence he came, and who he was. 

          Caught by the spectacle my mind turned round 

          As with the might of waters; an apt type 

          This label seemed of the utmost we can know,  

          Both of ourselves and of the universe; 

          And, on the shape of that unmoving man, 

          His steadfast face and sightless eyes, I gazed, 

          As if admonished from another world. (The Prelude 7.637-49) 

The view of this still, silent, and sightless beggar gives Wordsworth a shock (“was / 

smitten abruptly”) amidst the uproar of London even though he recognizes, in an 

aside, that it is “a sight not rare.” Why would Wordsworth be taken by surprise “as if 

admonished from another world” by such a common figure on the streets? There is a 
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sense of anxiety in Wordsworth’s mind that is aroused by his abrupt encounter with 

this blind Beggar. From this blind Beggar, Wordsworth recognizes “his effigy, a 

nightmare vision of himself” (J. Wordsworth, William Wordsworth: The Borders of 

Vision 306) which denotes his loss of the visionary power to perceive: 

Those recollected hours that have the charm 

Of visionary things, those lovely forms 

And sweet sensations that throw back our life, 

And almost make remotest infancy 

A visible scene[.] (The Prelude 1.632-6) 

The visionary power empowers Wordsworth to observe “the charm / of visionary 

things” as well as “those lovely forms / And sweet sensation” that would restore his 

past feelings and connect them with his present moods as in a unity. Devoid of this 

power to see, Wordsworth would not be able to “make remotest infancy / A visible 

scene” so as to look for the origin of his poetic self because there exists a vital relation 

between seeing and origin.  

    There exists a vital relation between sight and origin, and the ability to see 

determines the success of Wordsworth’s quest for a unitary identity by translating his 

proper name. The relation between seeing and origin, according to Derrida, consists in 

that “origin concerns the eyes [touche auz yeux] (as we shall see), the origin of 

visibility, the origin of origin, the birth of what, as we say in French, ‘sees the light of 

day’ [voit le jour, is born] when the present leads to presence, presentation, or 

representation” (Derrida, “Living On: Border Lines” 87). Therefore, from the view of 

this blind Beggar, Wordsworth is warned of his failure to carry on his journey back to 

the past in order to locate “the hiding-places of man’s power” (The Prelude 12.279), 

where he “see[s] by glimpses now; when age comes on, / May scarcely see at all” 

(The Prelude 12.281-2). To find the origin of his poetic power and to assure the 
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continuity of his identity as a poet, Wordsworth cannot lose his mind’s power to see as 

the blind Beggar. At the end of his retrospective journey which is set off in the 

evening when the sun “[h]ad almost touched the horizon” (The Prelude 1.87), 

Wordsworth should be able to see the light of day, the sunrise on the top of Snowdon 

and then fulfill the promise of being “[t]he Angel of the Vision” as well as “[a] great 

Bard […] with steadfast eyes […] [singing] in the choir / Of ever-enduring men” 

(Coleridge, “To William Wordsworth” 36, 40-3). Only with the visionary power of the 

mind to see can Wordsworth claim the role as a poet who “gain[s] clear sight / Of a 

new world—a world, too, that was fit / To be transmitted, and to other eyes / Made 

visible” (The Prelude 13.369-72).  

    In addition to the power of seeing, the blind Beggar is also associated with 

Wordsworth’s identity in terms of the creative poet and the indebted translator. The 

admonishment Wordsworth gets from the view of this blind Beggar is that he should 

never allow himself to become someone who doesn’t produce but begs for other’s 

benevolence. Wordsworth has always been aware of the gifts and guidance received 

from Nature which contribute a great deal to the power of his mind that is sensitive in 

all kinds of feeling and observant of “affinities / In objects where no brotherhood 

exists / To passive minds” (The Prelude 2.384-6). Therefore, as he announces that 

“[f]rom Nature and her overflowing soul, / [he] had received so much, that all [his] 

thoughts / Were steeped in feeling” (The Prelude 2.397-9) and that his mind can feel 

“the sentiment of Being” which is “to the human eye / Invisible, yet liveth to the 

heart” (The Prelude 2.401, 404-5), Wordsworth believes it would be an error if he 

should “fail with grateful voice” (The Prelude 2.423) to speak of beauty and wonder 

in Nature. “How could I ever play an ingrate’s part” (The Prelude 5.173)? 

Wordsworth would not tolerate himself as ungrateful and to leave the great, the 

benign power of living Nature “unthanked, unpraised” (The Prelude 5.169).  
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    To constitute his identity as a creative poet, Wordsworth has to assume the role 

as a dutiful translator who devotedly undertakes his task to absolve the debt. In this 

sense, the blind Beggar with an upright and steadfast face admonishes Wordsworth 

against: 

                                seek[ing] repose 

          In listlessness from vain perplexity, 

          Unprofitably travelling toward the grave, 

          Like a false steward who hath much received 

          And renders nothing back. (The Prelude 1.265-9) 

The price of falling into such an error in becoming an unthankful and unproductive 

man “[u]nprofitably traveling toward the grave” is too high for Wordsworth to afford, 

because it would lead his own name, life, and work into becoming nothing but a 

written paper upon the chest of a blind Beggar, explaining “[h]is story, whence he 

came, and who he was” (The Prelude 7.642). The Prelude, a poem which not merely 

reviews the history of a poet’s mind but also touches upon views of Man, Nature, and 

Society as a preparatory poem of The Recluse, should never be debased into a label 

“of the utmost we can know, / Both of ourselves and of the universe” (The Prelude 

7.645-6). To avoid this menacing consequence, Wordsworth has to create, to write his 

own story and translate his own name, with the visionary power of his mind into a 

work that shall endure. This is the only way for Wordsworth to render the 

benevolence he has received and to absolve his debt. The encounter with the blind 

Beggar amid the uproar of London streets provides Wordsworth “an unusually painful 

insight” (J. Wordsworth, William Wordsworth: The Borders of Vision 304). The blind 

Beggar is the least desired translation of Wordsworth’s proper name. If Wordsworth 

aspires to be a great poet who should be “like an agent of the one great Mind / Create, 

creator, and receiver both” (The Prelude 2.257-8) and whose poetic spirit should 
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never be “abated or suppressed […] / Through every change of growth and of decay” 

but remain “[p]re-eminent till death” (The Prelude 2.263-4, 265), he should not let his 

own proper name be translated into such a common noun—a silent, sightless and 

lifeless Beggar who pleads for other’s charity by a frail written paper with his story on 

the chest.16 

    The episode of the Boy of Winander represents another instance of Wordsworth’s 

effort in translating his own proper name in The Prelude. The boy’s interaction with 

the owls and surrounding natural environment portrays an intimate connection and 

reciprocal relationship between man and Nature due to the boy’s love of Nature as 

well as his imaginative sensibility. The Boy of Winander, for Wordsworth, presents an 

embryo model of the poet who, due to the power of his imaginative mind, is capable 

of bringing about both the reconciliation between object and subject and a unity 

between the inner world and the external world:  

                                the visible scene 

Would enter unawares into his mind, 

With all its solemn imagery, its rocks, 

Its woods, and that uncertain heaven, received 

                                                 
16 The blind Beggar is an important yet paradoxical figure in The Prelude in relation to the questions of 
visionary power, interpretive activity, self-representation, urban experience, and so on. For different 
interpretations of the blind Beggar, see Geraldine Friedman’s “History in the Background of 
Wordsworth’s ‘Blind Beggar’”; Timothy Bahti’s “Figures of Interpretation, The Interpretation of 
Figures: A Reading of Wordsworth’s ‘Dream of the Arab’”; Herbert Lindenberger’s On Wordsworth’s 
Prelude; Jonathan Wordsworth’s William Wordsworth: the Borders of Vision; Paul Jay’s Being in the 
Text; Martin A. Danahay’s A Community of One: Masculine Autobiography and Autonomy in 
Nineteenth-Century Britain; Mary Jean Corbett’s Representing Femininity: Middle-Class Subjectivity 
in Victorian and Edwardian Women's Autobiographies; William Chapman Sharpe’s Unreal Cities: 
Urban Figuration in Wordsworth, Baudelaire, Whitman, Eliot, and Williams. These various critical 
interpretations of the blind Beggar in The Prelude either as a negative or positive figure interestingly 
justify the translatability and untranslatability of Wordsworth’s proper name. Like the blind Beggar, 
Wordsworth’s identity is ambiguous, paradoxical and controversial. What the name of Wordsworth will 
stand for will not be pinned down by any of these interpretations. There will be more different 
interpretations of the blind Beggar in terms of different aesthetic or critical paradigms. Likewise, there 
will always be some other possible translations of Wordsworth’s proper name when it is taken care of 
in the different hands of the translators who attempt to translate and look for the sur-vival of this very 
name. 
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Into the bosom of the steady lake. (The Prelude 5.384-8) 

Young as he is, the boy has demonstrated the power of his mind to absorb the natural 

scenes. The infinitude of man’s mind and imagination, which Wordsworth fully 

recognizes in the episode of crossing the Alps (The Prelude 6.557-616), is revealed in 

its preliminary emergence in this episode. The boy, like the poet described in 

Wordsworth’s “A Poet’s Epitaph,” views “[t]he outward shows of sky and earth, / Of 

hill and valley” and “impulses of deeper birth / Have come to him in solitude” (45-8). 

Given that, Wordsworth’s account of this boy’s untimely death as well as his visit to 

his grave can be interpreted as “a beautifully extended epitaph” of a poet (Hartman, 

Wordsworth’s Poetry 20). Narrating the tale of this boy, Wordsworth is mourning the 

loss of a poet who is “worthy of [our] love” (Wordsworth, “A Poet’s Epitaph” 44). 

This episode, therefore, can be read as Wordsworth’s translation of his own proper 

name because the Boy of Winander embodies a vivid figure of an ideal poet in 

embryo. 

    The correspondence between the childhood experience of Wordsworth, such as 

the bird-nesting (The Prelude 1.301-39) and that of the boy might justify the validity 

of taking the Boy of Winander as a translation of Wordsworth’s proper name. 

However, Wordsworth must not content himself with this translation if he intends to 

attain the sur-vival of his proper name. From the death of this boy, Wordsworth 

anticipates his own death and only as he lives as a survivor of the death can he 

continue to write and translate his own proper name, looking for its infinite 

possibility.17 This awareness of his own death places Wordsworth “in a precarious 

                                                 
17 In Book Tenth of The Prelude, Wordsworth depicts his visit to his teacher’s grave on whose 
tombstone is engraved: “My head will soon lie low” (The Prelude 10.539). On reflection of his visit, 
Wordsworth composes the following lines:  
                                    But now 
          I thought, still traversing that widespread plain, 
          With tender pleasure of the verse graven 
          Upon his tombstone, whispering to myself: 
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situation of sudden insight” (Miller, The Linguistic Moment 76; my emphasis). 

Contemplating at the grave where the boy lies—“A long half hour together I have 

stood / Mute, looking at the grave in which he lies!” (The Prelude 5.396-7), 

Wordsworth sees with his mind’s clear eye a vision beyond the boundaries of time and 

space. This is what Derrida calls “sur-vision” or “seeing on” which means “to 

see-beyond-sight, to see-sight-beyond-sight” (“Living On: Border Lines” 91). Living 

as a survivor of death, Wordsworth realizes that he should continue to live so as to 

write his own life and translate his own proper name “[w]ith hope it is, hope that can 

never die, / Effort, and expectation, and desire, / and something evermore about to be” 

(The Prelude 6.606-8).  

 

IV. Conclusion 

    Writing The Prelude in search of a unique and enduring identity, Wordsworth 

assumes the task of the translator to translate his proper name to look for the 

continuity of his identity as a poet and the sur-vival of his poetry. In order to assert his 

identity as a poet, Wordsworth embarks on a retrospective journey back to his earlier 

life in The Prelude to capture his poetic self from the past. These past “I”s captured 

from discontinuities across the boundaries of time and space stand for the translation 

of Wordsworth’s proper name, the becoming-common of “Wordsworth,” which 

should not only define Wordsworth as a creative poet but also make his “words” have 

“worth.” However, the translation of Wordsworth’s proper name becomes a task 

necessary but impossible due to the double command of the proper name. Calling for 

                                                                                                                                            
          He loved the Poets, and, if now alive, 
          Would have loved me, as one not destitute 
          Of promise, nor belying the kind hope 
          That he had formed, when I, at his command, 
          Begin to spin, with toil, my earliest songs. (The Prelude 10.544-52) 
Living as a survivor of death, Wordsworth believes that he hasn’t failed his teacher and has become 
someone “not destitute / Of promise,” a poet who continues to spin and write songs that will last and 
endure.  
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translation and recognition, Wordsworth’s proper name is translatable, becoming the 

various past “I”s recollected from the childhood experiences, the blind Beggar 

encountered amid the uproar of London streets, and the Boy of Winander mourned as 

a worthy poet in embryo in The Prelude. These figures are the other self of 

Wordsworth, the becoming-common of “Wordsworth,” with which Wordsworth 

endeavors to create his self-identity as a poet that is unique, unified, and enduring. 

The becoming-common of “Wordsworth” allows Wordsworth to affirm what he is 

capable of doing but it does not provide an unequivocal definition of what 

Wordsworth is. Wordsworth’s proper name resists translation, refusing to be pinned 

down by any common noun and demanding untranslatability as all proper names do: 

“don’t translate me, that is, respect me as a proper name, respect my law of the proper 

name which stands over and above all languages” (Derrida, The Ear of the Other 102). 

Wordsworth’s proper name is caught in the double command for translatability and 

untranslatability, and those figures depicted in The Prelude as the becoming-common 

of Wordsworth’s proper name lead to the ambiguity of his identity: “Of these 

[Wordsworth] [is] neither, and [Wordsworth] [is] both at once” (The Prelude 5.125). 

Wordsworth’s identity, whose establishment depends on the translation of his proper 

name, is simultaneously multiplied and deferred due to the double command. The 

translation of Wordsworth’s proper name generates the paradoxical condition of the 

possibility and the impossibility of affirming Wordsworth’s identity as poet. Writing 

The Prelude in search of an identity becomes a never ending quest for Wordsworth: he 

has to continue to translate his proper name to obtain the promised yet deferred 

identity as an uncommon poet, strong in his mind’s power to perceive and create.  

    Writing The Prelude becomes Wordsworth’s never ending quest for the unity of 

his identity, and Wordsworth has to live on as a survivor, who continues to live and to 

translate, in order to make a name for himself as a poet and achieve the sur-vival of 
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that very name. Considering himself as the descendant of the great writers, 

Wordsworth feels a sense of responsibility to write an admirable work, “a literary 

Work that might live” in order to make a name for himself as a great poet (W. 

Wordsworth, The Prose Works 3: 5). Wordsworth’s role as the successor of mighty 

bards and sages in literary history corresponds to Derrida’s description of the 

translator who is “an indebted subject, obligated by a duty, already in the position of 

heir, entered as survivor in a genealogy, as survivor or agent of [sur-vival]” (“Des 

Tours de Babel” 179). Already in the position of the heir, Wordsworth is then obliged 

to write and translate in order to watch over the sur-vival of his name and his poetry. 

With Wordsworth’s task of the translator accomplished, the genealogy of great literary 

men will be extended by one more unforgettable name and excellent writing which, as 

a literary legacy, continue to live in the mind of the future reader.  

    In addition to his affinity with the great writers in literary history, Wordsworth 

also assumes the role of a translator who lives as a survivor in a genealogy in relation 

to his contemporary writers. As a member of the Big Six of English Romantic 

literature, Wordsworth is the one who continues to live as a survivor of his generation 

when the other five poets pass away—he seems to be the final and last representative 

of the Romantic spirit to the Victorian readers. Wordsworth continues to live on as a 

survivor to later generations, and he never stops writing The Prelude as the task of 

translating his proper name. What Derrida means by sur-vival is not merely “a matter 

of legacy—one’s progeny or one’s books, what remains after death and through which 

the dead can be understood to live on beyond their deaths and their lives” (Guyer 252) 

but also “an unconditional affirmation of life […] the affirmation of a living being 

who prefers living and thus surviving to death, because [sur-vival] is not simply that 

which remains but the most intense life possible” (Derrida, Learning to Live Finally 

52). Therefore, what Wordsworth attempts to achieve in writing The Prelude is not 
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only the sur-vival of his own name as a great poet, leaving a literary legacy to future 

generations, but also an unconditional affirmation of life, the poetic life which brings 

about joy and truth to the human mind.  

    The task is necessary and impossible; the name of Wordsworth is translated and 

yet to be translated; The Prelude is written but never quite completed. Throughout his 

life, Wordsworth does his best to undertake his task of the translator, struggling for the 

constitution of his identity as a poet and looking for its sur-vival by continuing to live 

as a survivor in a genealogy of mighty names, to write as a “dedicated Spirit” (The 

Prelude 4.337), and to translate his name as a dutiful indebted translator. 

Wordsworth’s perseverance in translating his name and writing poetry gets its reward 

nowadays when his name is recognized as a great poet, the forerunner of modern 

poetry, and The Prelude is read as his magnum opus, one of the most well-known and 

far-reaching poems in history. This is the sur-vival of his name and poetry that 

Wordsworth aspires to achieve in his life time. However, this is never the end for 

there is always “something evermore about to be” (The Prelude 6.608). Wordsworth’s 

name stills calls for translation and recognition. This translatable-untranslatable name, 

“Wordsworth,” is now entrusted to us as the survivors who continue to read and 

translate for its translation and sur-vival.  

 

 

 

 


